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ABSTRACT 

 

Background: Triplet pregnancies have a high risk of perinatal mortality and morbidity. 

The incidence of perinatal mortality and morbidity according to chorionicity is yet to be 

established. 

 

Objectives: To quantify perinatal mortality and morbidity in trichorionic-triamniotic 

(TCTA), dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) and monochorionic-triamniotic (MCTA) triplets..  

 

Search strategy: Medline, Embase and Cinahl databases were searched in December 

2017. 

 

Selection criteria: Published literature in English describing outcomes of DCTA, TCTA 

and/or MCTA triplet pregnancies was eligible. 

 

Data collection and analysis: Data regarding outcomes was extracted. Random 

effects meta-analyses were used to estimate the risk of mortality and morbidity and to 

compute the difference in the gestational age (GA) at birth in TCTA and DCTA triplets 

pregnancies respectively. 

 

Main results: Nine studies (1387 triplet pregnancies of which 1062 TCTA, 275 DCTA 

and 50 MCTA) were included. The risk of perinatal death (PND) was higher in DCTA 

compared to TCTA triplet pregnancies (OR 3.3, 95% CI 1.3-8.0), mainly due to the 

higher risk of intrauterine death (IUD) in DCTA triplet pregnancies (OR 4.6, 95% CI 1.8-
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11.7). There was no difference in the GA at birth between TCTA and DCTA triplets 

(MD: 1.12 weeks, 95% CI -0.29 – 2.52, I2: 85%; p= 0.12). Neurological morbidity 

occurred in 2.0% (95% CI 1.1-3.3) of TCTA and in 11.6% (95% CI 1.1-40.0) of DCTA 

triplets. Respiratory and infectious morbidity affected 28.3% (95% CI 20.7-36.8) and 

4.2% (95% CI 2.8-5.9) of TCTA and 34.0% (95% CI 21.5-47.7) and 7.1% (95% CI 

2.7-13.3) of DCTA triplets, respectively. Finally, the incidence of composite morbidity in 

TCTA and DCTA triplets was 29.6% (95% CI 21.1-38.9) and 34.0% (95% CI 21.5-

47.7), respectively. When translating these figures into a risk analysis, the risk of 

neurological morbidity (OR 5.4, 95% CI 1.6-18.3) was significantly higher in DCTA 

compared to TCTA triplets, while there was no significant difference in the other 

morbidities explored. Only one study reported on MCTA outcomes, hence no formal 

comparison with the other groups was performed. 

 

Conclusion: DCTA are at higher risk of perinatal mortality and morbidity compared to 

TCTA triplet pregnancies.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The increase in the incidence of higher order multiple gestations over the last two 

decades, due to assisted reproductive techniques1, is declining. This is mainly a result 

of transfer of fewer embryos and an increase in the fetal reduction procedures2,3. 

Nevertheless, triplet and higher-order births accounted for 103.6 per 100,000 births in 

the United States in 20154, and such pregnancies provide a higher contribution in 

terms of perinatal mortality and morbidity compared with twins and singletons5. A 

higher frequency of fetal anomalies, growth restriction and premature birth with its 

sequelae are likely to represent the main determinant of adverse outcome in triplets, 

which translates into increased healthcare costs5. In the US, the all-cause healthcare 

cost for a singleton delivery has been estimated to be $21,458 as compared to 

$407,199 for a triplet or higher order multiple gestation delivery6.  

 

Another determinant of outcome is likely to be chorionicity. In twins, monochorionicity 

adversely affects perinatal outcome. The shared circulation and presence of inter-twin 

placental vascular anastomoses in such twins7,8 are responsible for the occurrence of 

twin to twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), selective intrauterine growth restriction 

(sIUGR), and acute feto-fetal hemorrhage7. Furthermore, the presence of these 

vascular connections represents the pathophysiological basis for the higher risk of 

death and severe neurological damage in the surviving twin in case of single fetal 

demise9. 
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The effect of chorionicity on the prevalence of perinatal mortality and morbidity in triplet 

pregnancies is still to be ascertained. This is mainly due to the relatively small sample 

size of previously published studies, their retrospective design, inclusion of cases 

affected by anomalies and a lack of stratification of the analysis according to 

chorionicity. It is also possible that the prevalence of adverse outcome in triplets “mask” 

the contribution of chorionicity. 

 

Therefore, the aim of this systematic review was to quantify the risk of perinatal 

mortality and morbidity in triplet pregnancies, including the effect of chorionicity. 
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METHODS 

Protocol, eligibility criteria, information sources and search 

 

This review was performed according to a priori designed protocol recommended for 

systematic reviews and meta-analysis10,11,12. Medline, Embase and Cinahl databases 

were searched electronically on the 14th December 2017 utilizing combinations of the 

relevant medical subject heading (MeSH) terms, key words, and word variants for 

“triplet pregnancies” and “outcome” (Table 1). The search and selection criteria were 

restricted to English language. Reference lists of relevant articles and reviews were 

hand searched for additional reports. Prisma and MOOSE guidelines were 

followed13,14,15. The study was registered with the PROSPERO database (Registration 

number: CRD42018088265). 

 

Study selection, data collection and data items 

 

The primary outcomes explored in the present systematic review were: 

• Intrauterine death (IUD) 

• Neonatal death (NND) 

• Perinatal death (PND) 

• Gestational age (GA) at birth 

 

IUD was defined as the death of at least one twin from 20 weeks of gestation onwards, 

while NND as the death of at least one of the newborns up to 28 days of life. PND was 

defined as the sum of IUD or NND. 
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The secondary outcomes were: 

• Respiratory morbidity (defined as respiratory distress syndrome, transient 

tachypnea of the newborn, continuous positive airway pressure for at least 24 

hours, mechanical ventilation, need for supplemental oxygen, pulmonary 

hypertension or bronchopulmonary dysplasia). 

• Neurological morbidity (defined as seizures, intraventricular hemorrhage and 

periventricular leukomalacia of any grade detected on ultrasound scan). 

• Infectious morbidity (defined as pneumonia, meningitis, culture-proven sepsis) 

 

Furthermore, a composite score of neonatal morbidity, defined as the occurrence of at 

least one of the morbidities, was ascertained. In cases where the authors did not define 

a composite morbidity, the composite morbidity was defined as the morbidity with the 

highest prevalence. All the observed outcomes were reported for trichorionic triamniotic 

(TCTA), dichorionic triamniotic (DCTA) and monochorionic triamniotic (MCTA) triplets.  

 

Studies reporting the incidence of mortality and morbidity of TCTA, DCTA and/or 

MCTA triplets were included. Only studies from which the raw numbers to calculate the 

risk of every explored outcome could be extrapolated were considered suitable for the 

inclusion. Studies that did not define the chorionicity were not considered suitable for 

inclusion. Studies with sets of triplets that had embryo reduction were excluded. 

Studies including cases with fetal anomalies were excluded in view of the higher risk of 

mortality in twins affected by structural or chromosomal anomalies. Furthermore, 

studies only reporting on TTTS affected cases were excluded due to the higher risk of 
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mortality in these sets of triplets. Only full text articles were considered eligible for the 

inclusion. Case reports, conference abstracts and case series with fewer than 3 cases 

were excluded to avoid publication bias. Furthermore, studies published before 2000 

were not included as advances in management of multiple pregnancies make them 

less relevant. 

 

Two authors (JC, FD) reviewed all abstracts independently. Agreement regarding 

potential relevance was reached by consensus. Full text copies of those papers were 

obtained and the same two reviewers independently extracted relevant data regarding 

study characteristics and pregnancy outcome. Inconsistencies were discussed by the 

reviewers and consensus reached or by discussion with a third author. If more than 

one study was published on the same cohort with identical endpoints, the report 

containing the most comprehensive information on the population was included to 

avoid overlapping populations.  

 

Quality assessment of the included studies was performed using the Newcastle-Ottawa 

Scale (NOS) for case-control studies. According to NOS, each study is judged on three 

broad perspectives: the selection of the study groups; the comparability of the groups; 

and the ascertainment of outcome of interest16. Assessment of the selection of a study 

includes the evaluation of the representativeness of the exposed cohort, selection of 

the non-exposed cohort, ascertainment of exposure and the demonstration that the 

outcome of interest was not present at start of study. Assessment of the comparability 

of the study includes the evaluation of the comparability of cohorts based on the design 

or analysis. Finally, the ascertainment of the outcome of interest includes the 
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evaluation of the type of the assessment of the outcome of interest, length and 

adequacy of follow-up. According to NOS a study can be awarded a maximum of one 

star for each numbered item within the Selection and Outcome categories. A maximum 

of two stars can be given for Comparability16. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

We performed meta-analysis of proportions to estimate the pooled incidence of 

mortality and morbidity in TCTA and DCTA triplets. Proportion meta-analyses were not 

meaningful when only one study could be included and were performed using a 

random-effect model to account for the inter-study heterogeneity. For MCTA triplets, 

due to the fact that we only included one paper in this review, the data was provided as 

presented in the original paper. We used the random-effect model to compute the 

summary mean difference (MD) in the gestational age at birth in TCTA compared to 

DCTA pregnancies. Finally, a random-effect model was used to estimate the pooled 

odds ratios (OR) for each observed outcome. 

 

The potential publication bias was assessed either graphically, displaying the odds 

ratios of individual studies vs the logarithm of their standard errors (funnel plots), and 

formally, using Egger's regression asymmetry test17. Tests for publication bias were not 

performed as the overall number of included studies was less than ten as the power of 

such formal testing is too low to achieve statistical significance18. 
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All analyses were carried out using StatsDirect statistical software 

(http://www.statsdirect.com. England: StatsDirect Ltd. 2013). 
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RESULTS 

 

General characteristics 

 

717 articles were identified, 71 were assessed with respect to their eligibility for 

inclusion (Table 2) and 9 studies7,8,19,20,21,22.23,24,25 were included in the systematic 

review (Table 1, Figure 1). These 9 studies included 1387 triplet pregnancies (1062 

TCTA, 275 DCTA and 50 MCTA). The results of quality assessment of the included 

studies using Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) are presented in Table 2. Most of the 

included studies showed an overall good score regarding the selection and 

comparability of the study groups, and for ascertainment of the outcome of interest. 

The main weaknesses of these studies were their retrospective design, small sample 

size and heterogeneity in prenatal management of triplet pregnancies among the 

included studies. 

 

Synthesis of the results 

 

There were nine studies7,8,19,20,21,22.23,24,25 including 3168 fetuses which explored the 

prevalence of mortality in TCTA triplet pregnancies. In TCTA triplets, IUD occurred in 

2.12% (95% CI 1.0-37) of cases, while the corresponding figures for NND and PND 

were 3.74% (95% CI 1.8-6.3) and 5.20% (95% CI 3.2-7.7) (Table 3, Figure 2). In DCTA 

triplets7,8,19,21, the incidence of IUD, NND and PND was 5.2% (95% CI 2.7-8.5), 11.5% 

(95% CI 1.0-30.8) and 17.6% (95% CI 4.1-37.8), respectively. When assessing those 

studies reporting a direct comparison, the risk of PND was higher in DCTA compared 
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to TCTA triplet pregnancies (OR 3.3, 95% CI 1.3-8.0) and was mainly due to the higher 

risk of IUD in DCTA triplet pregnancies (OR 4.6, 95% CI 1.8-11.7), while there was no 

difference in the incidence of NND between the two groups. In the only study included 

in this review that reported outcomes for MCTA triplets7 the incidence of PND was 

5.33%, including 4/150 cases of IUD and 4/150 cases of NND.  

 

A comparison of the GA at birth between TCTA and DCTA triplets was reported by five 

studies7,8,19,21,24. Overall, there was no difference in the GA at birth between TCTA and 

DCTA triplets (MD: 1.12 weeks, 95% CI -0.29 – 2.52, I2: 85%; p= 0.12). These results 

were mainly due to the lack of difference reported by the largest study included7. 

However, when this study was excluded from the analysis, DCTA triplets were 

delivered at a significantly earlier GA compared to TCTA pregnancies (MD: 1.74 

weeks, 95% CI 1.02-2.45, I2: 0%; p<0.001). 

 

Seven (n=2574)7,8,19,20,21.23,24  and four (n=783)7,8,19,21 studies reported the incidence of 

morbidity in TCTA and DCTA triplets, respectively. Neurological morbidity occurred in 

2.04% (95% CI 1.1-3.3) of TCTA and in 11.6% (95% CI 1.1-40.0) of DCTA triplets. The 

respective values in TCTA versus DCTA for respiratory morbidity were 28.33% (95% 

CI 20.7-36.8) and 34.0% (95% CI 21.5-47.7); and for infectious morbidity they were 

4.22% (95% CI 2.8-5.9) and 7.1% (95% CI 2.7-13.3). Finally, the prevalence of 

composite morbidity was 29.61% (95% CI 21.1-38.9) and 34.0% (95% CI 21.5-47.7), 

respectively (Figure 3). When translating these figures into a risk analysis, the risk of 

neurological morbidity (OR: 5.4, 95% CI 1.6-18.3) was higher in DCTA compared to 

TCTA triplets, while there was no significant difference in the other morbidities explored 
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(Table 3, Figure 4 and 5). The occurrence of TTTS in DC triplets varied between 5% 

and 28% amongst the studies. The overall incidence of TTTS was 12.6% (33/261 

DCTA triplets). Of these, 3 sets of triplets19 (9% of the DCTA population) underwent a 

fetoscopic laser ablation. Two sets of triplets underwent an amniotic septostomy8 and 

15 had serial amnioreduction8,21. In 10 sets of triplets no intervention was offered either 

because it was not a management option in that specific setting7 or patients presented 

in frank labour21. The only study included that reports on perinatal morbidity of MCTA 

triplets7 showed a prevalence of 2,67% of neurological morbidity, 25,33% of respiratory 

morbidity, 3,33% of infectious morbidity and 25,33% of composite morbidity. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Main findings 

 

The findings from this systematic review confirm the relatively high risk of adverse 

perinatal outcome in triplet pregnancies. We also showed that chorionicity has an 

effect, with DCTA triplets having worse outcomes compared to TCTA triplets. The risk 

of PND was higher in DCTA when compared with TCTA pregnancies, mainly due to a 

higher rate of IUD in triplets with monochorionic (MC) placentation. Although this group 

had poorer results for every outcome explored, the neurological morbidity showed the 

most significant discrepancy, with DCTA triplets exhibiting five-fold higher odds of 

neurological morbidity. Respiratory morbidity was common in both groups due to the 

high rate of preterm birth. Of note, the rate of NND doubled the rate of IUD, for both 

groups. The only study reporting on MCTA outcomes showed poor outcomes but no 

formal comparison was performed due to the fact that only one study was included. 

 

Strengths and limitations 

 

The small number of studies included, their retrospective non-randomized design, 

heterogeneity in prenatal management, outcomes explored, and postnatal assessment 

represent limitations of this review. Assessment of the potential publication bias was 

also problematic because of the scarce number of individual studies. Not all of the 

included studies were case-control series reporting matched populations and it might 

be possible that the presence and degree of association between some of the 
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observed outcomes and the study populations might have been affected by several co-

factors which were not balanced between TCTA and DCTA triplets. Also, it was not 

possible to analyse separately the outcomes of TTTS affected and non-TTTS affected 

DCTA. The only authors reporting on these outcomes separately21 showed poorer 

results for the TTTS-affected group. Finally, we could not meta-analyze data on the 

outcomes of MCTA triplets since only one paper was suitable for inclusion. The 

composite morbidity might include a wide variety of morbidities with different impact in 

the outcome of these neonates. Some of the neonates experience more than one 

neonatal complication and it is difficult to accurately ascertain this data from the 

studies. Nevertheless, our meta-analysis represents the most comprehensive 

published estimate of the explored outcomes in triplet pregnancies according to 

chorionicity. 

 

Interpretation of study findings and comparison with existing literature  

 

In this review, DCTA triplets were generally at higher risk of mortality and morbidity 

compared to TCTA gestations. Complications unique to monochorionicity such as 

TTTS and sIUGR are likely to be responsible for the different survival rates. In our 

study the incidence of TTTS in DC triplets was 12.6%. The fetal and perinatal survival 

rates are lower in triplets than those reported in twin pregnancies26. Although the 

survival of the unaffected triplet is not usually compromised by the hemodynamic 

imbalance occurring in the MC pair, the entire pregnancy may be at risk of miscarriage 

or early preterm labour. Furthermore, fetoscopic laser treatment for TTTS - the 

recommended treatment modality in twins27 - could be more challenging in triplet 
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pregnancies. The timing of IUD was reported in two of the studies included (Table 4). 

These studies reported low IUD rates for TCTA triplets after 24 weeks gestation. In 

contrast, DCTA triplets seem to be at higher risk of IUD after 24 weeks, which provides 

a rationale for closer monitoring and surveillance.  

 

In this review, the risk of neurological morbidity was higher in DCTA compared to TCTA 

triplets. This might be due to the peculiar vascular arrangement of the MC pair 

predisposing to TTTS, sIUGR and brain damage in case of single fetal loss. Acute 

transfusional events may occur in uncomplicated MC pregnancies, potentially leading 

to sudden fetal ischemia and neurological compromise. The incidence of abnormal 

neurological outcome in DCTA triplet pregnancies affected by TTTS has been reported 

to be around 6% in a recent systematic review28. Finally, in common clinical practice, 

DCTA triplets are usually delivered earlier than TCTA which could partially explain the 

higher incidence of neurological morbidity although in our study there was no 

significant difference in the GA at birth.  

 

Clinical and research implications 

 

Accurate prenatal counseling of parents with triplet pregnancies is challenging. Lack of 

high quality epidemiological data on the pregnancy outcome according to chorionicity 

does not allow us to extrapolate robust evidence on the actual incidence of mortality 

and morbidity in TCTA and DCTA triplet pregnancies.  
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Counselling should include the higher risk of perinatal mortality, morbidity and preterm 

birth compared to singleton and twin pregnancies. Selective reduction from three to two 

fetuses has been reported to lower the risk of severe preterm delivery, but also to 

increase the risk of miscarriage in DCTA and TCTA pregnancies2,3. In DCTA triplets, 

reduction to two fetuses by reducing one of the MC pair is not possible using the 

injection techniques because of the presence of vascular connections, while there is 

still limited evidence on the use of vascular-occlusive techniques in early 

uncomplicated DCTA triplets29. Another option is to reduce the fetus with a separate 

placenta resulting in a MC twin pair. However, this option has been reported to be 

associated with the highest risk of complications. A third option is reduction from three 

to one fetus by reducing the MC pair, which might not be acceptable for the parents2,30. 

 

Respiratory morbidity was the commonest observed in all groups (TCTA, DCTA and 

MCTA), most likely secondary to preterm delivery. Besides, despite the policy of 

elective preterm delivery for triplet pregnancies, the likelihood of having an NND 

doubled that of having an IUD for DCTA and TCTA triplets. This raises doubts about 

what should be the optimal GA to deliver these patients. Women with dichorionic twin 

pregnancies should be delivered at 37 weeks’ gestation to minimize the risk of perinatal 

deaths near term31. Moreover, there is insufficient evidence to recommend routine 

delivery before 36 weeks’ gestation in monochorionic twins31. Given the relative rarity 

of triplet pregnancies and the resulting challenges in even multicenter trials, estimates 

of NND versus IUD according to GA may help define the optimal timing of planned 

birth.  
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Conclusions 

 

DCTA are at higher risk of perinatal mortality and morbidity compared to TCTA triplet 

pregnancies. 
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Figure legends 

Figure1. Systematic review flowchart 

 

Figure 2. Pooled proportions of the perinatal death in trichorionic-triamniotic (TCTA) 

and dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) triplet pregnancies 

Figure 3. Pooled odds ratios (OR) of the perinatal death in trichorionic-triamniotic 

(TCTA) and dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) triplet pregnancies 

Figure 4. Pooled proportions of composite neonatal morbidity in trichorionic-triamniotic 

(TCTA) and dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) triplet pregnancies 

Figure 5. Pooled odds ratios (OR) of composite neonatal morbidity in in trichorionic-

triamniotic (TCTA) and dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) triplet pregnancies 

 

Each study is represented by a line. The box in the middle of the line represents the 

point effect estimate of this particular study. The midpoint of the box represents the 

point effect estimate, that is, the mean effect estimates for each study. The area of the 

box represents the weight given to the study. The diamond below the studies 

represents the overall estimate. The width of the line shows the confidence interval (CI) 

of the effect estimate of individual studies. The width of the diamond shows the CI for 

the overall effect estimate. N = total number in group, while n = number in group with 

the outcome. Heterogeneity (I2) = diversity between studies. 
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Table 1. General characteristics of the studies included. 

NS – not specified, * not included in the analysis, † not possible to extract data on 

these triplets 

  

Author Year Country Study design Period 

considered  

Triplet 

pregnancies 

(n) 

TCTA 

triplets 

(n) 

DCTA 

triplets 

(n) 

MCTA 

triplets 

(n) 

Downing 2017 United 

States 

Retrospective 2009-2015 42 26 14† 2† 

Simões  2016 Portugal Prospective 1994-2014 90 46 44 6 * 

Kawaguchi 2013 Japan Retrospective 1999-2009 651 507 144 50 

Combs 2010 United 

States 

Prospective 2004-2008 81 81 0 0 

Spencer 2009 United 

States 

Retrospective 1995-2007 134 109 23† 0 

Bajoria 2006 United 

Kingdom 

Retrospective 1986-2000 140 106 34 0 

Adegbite 2005 United 

Kingdom 

Retrospective 1986-2000 88 49 39 0 

Geipel 2005 Germany Retrospective  1998-2003 87 68 NS NS 

Antsaklis 2004 Greece Retrospective 1982-2001 70 70 0 0 
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Table 2. Quality assessment of the included studies according to Newcastle-Ottawa 

Scale (NOS) a study can be awarded a maximum of one star for each numbered item 

within the Selection and Outcome categories. A maximum of two stars can be given for 

Comparability. 

 

Author Year Selection Comparability Outcome 

Downing 2017   

Simoes  2016   

Kawaguchi 2013   

Combs 2010   

Spencer 2009   

Bajoria 2006   

Adegbite 2005   

Geipel 2005   

Antsaklis 2004   
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Table 3. Pooled proportions (PP) and odd ratios (OR) for the occurrence of the 

different outcomes explored in this systematic review in trichorionic-triamniotic (TCTA) 

vs dichorionic-triamniotic (DCTA) triplets. 

 TCTA triplets  DCTA triplets  

OR 

(95% 

CI) 

p-

valu

e 

I
2
 

Outcome Studie

s (n) 

Fetuses PP 

(95% 

CI) 

I
2 

(%) 

 Studie

s (n) 

Fetuse

s 

PP (95% 

CI) 

I
2 

(%) 

  

Mortality              

IUD 7 44/2781 2.12 

(1.0-

37) 

79.

8 

 4 34/783 5.22 

(2.7-8.5) 

64.

7 

 4.56 

(1.8-

11.7)

a
 

0.00

1 

49.

3 

NND 7 78/2781 3.74 

(1.8-

6.3) 

87.

0 

 4 65/783 11.46 

(1.0-

30.8) 

97.

5 

 2.22 

(0.8-

6.6)
b
 

0.14

9 

81.

4 

PND 9 130/316

8 

5.20 

(3.2-

7.7) 

84.

5 

 5 99/783 17.61(4.

1-37.8) 

97.

2 

 3.27 

(1.3-

8.0)
c
 

0.00

1 

84.

7 

              

Morbidity              

Neurologic

al 

7 42/2754 2.04 

(1.1-

3.3) 

65.

6 

 4 67/783 11.62 

(1.1-

40.0) 

97.

5 

 5.43 

(1.6-

18.3)

d
 

0.00

6 

76.

0 

Respirator

y 

7 671/275

4 

28.3

3 

(20.7

-

36.8) 

94.

1 

 4 227/78

3 

33.97 

(21.5-

47.7) 

92.

5 

 2.28 

(0.9-

5.8)
e
 

0.08 94.

0 
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a: Computation 

based on 4 

studies (19/2124 

TCTA vs 34/783 

DCTA triplets) 

b: Computation 

based on 4 

studies (55/2124 

DCTA vs 65/783 

MA pregnancies) 

c: Computation based on 4 studies (74/2124 vs 99/783 MA triplets) 

d: Computation based on 4 studies (28/2124 TCTA vs 67/783 DCTA triplets) 

e: Computation based on 4 studies (433/2124 TCTA vs 227/783 DCTA triplets) 

f: Computation based on 4 studies (68/2124 TCTA vs 43/783 DCTA triplets) 

g: Computation based on 4 studies (433/2124 TCTA vs 227/783 DCTA triplets) 

 

  

Infectious 6 94/2676 4.22 

(2.8-

5.9) 

66.

0 

 4 43/783 7.05 

(2.7-

13.3) 

86.

5 

 1.52 

(0.9-

2.5)
f
 

0.20

8 

24.

6 

Composite 5 696/275

4 

29.6

1 

(21.1

-

38.9) 

95.

1 

 4 227/78

3 

33.97 

(21.5-

47.7) 

92.

5 

 2.28 

(0.9-

5.8)
g
 

0.08 94.

0 
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Table 4. Timing of IUD for DCTA and TCTA triplets. 

 

 <24 weeks 24-28 weeks >28 weeks 

DCTA* 4/34 3/34 3/34 

TCTA† 10/176 1/176 0/176 

* data extracted from one study8; † data extracted from two studies 8,22 
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